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Comparative analysis of different probability distributions
of random parameters in the assessment of water
distribution system reliability
Giovanna Darvini

ABSTRACT
During recent years, several methods based on the probabilistic approach have been proposed for
the analysis of the performance of water distribution systems (WDSs). Uncertain elements are
described by probabilistic laws chosen and parameterised on the basis of the network
characteristics. However, the choice of the most suitable probabilistic distribution and of the
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statistical parameters can be difﬁcult because of the lack of information about the WDSs. Among the
stochastic parameters that affect the network performance, a fundamental role is played by the
times to failure and repair of the system components. The impact of the chosen probability
distributions of these fundamental variables on the evaluation of water distribution network
reliability is analysed. The study is performed by using a technique capable of considering the
mechanical failure of the network components, the spatial and temporal variations of the water
demand and the uncertain distribution of the pipe roughness. This analysis allows quantiﬁcation of
the effect of any inaccuracy that may occur in the probabilistic characterisation of the random
parameters.
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INTRODUCTION
Techniques for the assessment of water supply network

uncertainties are assumed to be random variables whose

reliability evaluate the ability of the system to meet the

probability distributions must be derived from the knowl-

required water demand under normal and abnormal operat-

edge of the network characteristics. The availability of

ing conditions. This evaluation is concerned with many

large data series is essential to ensure a suitable choice

uncertain variables like the system topology, the failure of

of the probability distributions and parameters. The lack of

some network elements (valves, pumps, pipes, etc.), the

detailed information about the distribution networks and

spatial and temporal behaviour of the nodal demand and

the shortage of historical measurement series can make it

the pipe roughness.

difﬁcult to model the main random factors that affect the

A consolidated methodology to analyse the performance

water supply system performance (Mailhot et al. ).

of water distribution systems (WDSs) is based on the prob-

With regard to the most important variables concerning

abilistic approach (Su et al. ; Gargano & Pianese

the water system reliability evaluation, times to pipe failure

). By this method the hydraulic behaviour of the

and repair must be considered. While few works deal with

system is evaluated under different operating conditions,

repair times, several failure models have been proposed in

characterised by a proper probability of occurrence. The

the literature. An exhaustive review about this topic is

statistical analysis of the results provides an evaluation of

given by Kleiner & Rajani (). In their classiﬁcation,

the network performance in probabilistic terms. The

one ﬁrst, important, distinction is made between physically
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based and non-physically based models. The former cat-

failures in a water distribution network as a non-homo-

egory includes models taking into account the physical

geneous Poisson process, using as input data failure times

mechanisms that lead to pipe breakage. Since the parame-

instead of interfailure times (e.g., Røstum ; Kleiner &

terisation of such models requires the availability of data

Rajani ).

that can be obtained only at signiﬁcant costs, such models
are rarely applied in drinking WDSs.
For modelling pipe breakage in WDS, statistical models
are normally used. These models use available historical

Besides different statistical approaches thoroughly
described by Kleiner & Rajani (), recently data-driven
modelling techniques have been used to predict pipe failures
(Berardi et al. ; Tabesh et al. ).

data on past failures to formulate laws of the occurrence

The type and amount of information required for the

of breakages, assuming that such formulations remain

parameterisation of each model and the availability of

valid in the future. Following Kleiner & Rajani’s ()

recorded data over a long time period represent discriminat-

classiﬁcation, these models can, in turn, be divided into

ing factors for the model’s application to real-life cases

deterministic and probabilistic. Both deterministic and prob-

(Alvisi & Franchini ). Moreover, the natural variations

abilistic models may require different types of information,

that exist in all the factors that affect pipe deterioration

such as the year of installation of the pipes, the diameter,

and subsequent failure make the prediction of breaks in indi-

material, etc., and may or may not be parameterised in

vidual pipes even more difﬁcult (Kleiner & Rajani ).

relation to a limited observation period.

Almost all the previous studies are limited in assessing

Deterministic models predict breakage rate based on

the ability of the different models to reproduce the number

pipe age and breakage history and, in some cases, by

of breakages over the observation time and to predict the

taking into consideration various factors inﬂuencing the

number in the years following the observation period. In

occurrence of breakage, such as the operating pressures

this manner, the beneﬁts derived from the planning of

and soil characteristics of the area overlaying the pipe

pipe rehabilitation in terms of reducing breakages can be

(Clark et al. ). In such models, the age-dependent formu-

quantiﬁed.

lations are deﬁned a priori. Among the ﬁrst studies, Shamir

The impact of the changes of the probability distributions

& Howard () suggested an exponential relationship

of times to failure and repair on reliability evaluation is ana-

between pipe breaks and age, while Kettler & Goulter

lysed here in order to quantify the inﬂuence of any

() adopted a linear age-dependent formulation.

imprecision that can occur in the choice of probabilistic

In contrast, the probabilistic models use various prob-

models and in its parameterisation. This paper represents an

ability functions to represent the interarrival times of pipe

extension of a previous study (Darvini ), which analysed

breakages in a WDS. Many authors have suggested that

only the aspects related to the proper selection of the prob-

the survival time between different break orders needs to

ability distribution functions of the time to repair of pipes.

be described by different statistical distributions, since they

The present investigation is addressed through a technique

exhibit different breakage behaviours (Andreou et al. ).

based on a Monte Carlo numerical approach and a linear

In particular, the time to failure between successive breaks

probabilistic hydraulic model (Darvini et al. ). The

was observed to be very different than the time to failure

Monte Carlo procedure allows analysis of the aspects related

from pipe installation to ﬁrst break. The most commonly

to the mechanical failure of pipes and the time evolution of

used statistical distributions for time to failure data associ-

the demand, also considering the ageing of pipes and valves.

ated with pipe breaks are the Weibull distribution for the

From the knowledge of the probability density function

ﬁrst break and the exponential one for the successive

(pdf) of failure and repair times of each network component

break orders (Eisenbeis ; Mailhot et al. ). The para-

by the Monte Carlo method a sample life cycle of the system

meterisation of such probability distributions may lead a

is reproduced as a succession of normal and failure states of

model to reproduce situations in which the probability of

all the elements. The hydraulic analysis is performed by a

breakage of a pipe increases, remains constant or decreases

numerical algorithm that integrates the simulator by Todini

over time. An alternative approach is based on modelling

& Pilati () and the iterative procedure by Todini ()
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to solving the cases of insufﬁcient head that may occur in

operation can be taken to be a random variable. The mean

extended period simulations. From the statistical analysis of

time to repair MTTR is:

the results obtained for a large number of Monte Carlo simulations, the system nodal reliability is provided. The linear
approach by Xu & Goulter () is used to analyse the spatial

MTTF ¼

ð∞

tgðtÞdt

(3)

0

variability of the water demand and the uncertainty in the
pipe roughness. By assuming for these random variables a

If for the pdf g(t) of the time to repair an exponential

normal distribution, the probability distribution of the nodal

function g(t) ¼ μ exp(μt), with repair rate μ constant in

heads for each network conﬁguration is computed.

time is assumed, then MTTR ¼ 1/μ. The rate μ gives the prob-

Several examples in the well-known case of the Any-

ability that the system is again in normal operating state in

town network are developed considering different models

the unit of time, assuming that at initial time all the system

of probability distribution for the times to pipe failure and

components are operating normally.

repair. Moreover, the effects of the changes of the statistical

The exponential function is mostly used for describing the

parameters of the probability distribution of the pipe rough-

failure and repair times, but it is not the only available model.

ness and demand spatial distribution on the reliability

To our knowledge, there are few studies dealing with repair

evaluation are analysed.

times. Bizzarri et al. () analysed the recorded data of
repairs in a WDS located in the Emilia Romagna region
(Italy) during 6 years of observation between 1995 and 2000.
They observed that most of the repairs required 2 working

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF RANDOM
PARAMETERS

days and used for the repair time a uniform distribution
between 5 and 55 hours. Instead, Salandin (), by analysing

The water system performance is affected by the temporary
unavailability of one or more network elements related to
mechanical failures. The time t of out-of-order is a random
variable with pdf f (t). A signiﬁcant parameter of a supply
system is the failure rate λ(t). The latter gives the probability
of failure in the unit of time, assuming the system to be normally operating at the initial time, and it is expressed as:

λðtÞ ¼ lim

Δt!0

f ðtÞdt
Δt

dry land area of the city of Venezia (Italy), concluded that
times to repair can be described by a log-normal distribution.
In contrast, many methods can be found in the scientiﬁc
literature for modelling the pipe failure process.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the probability distributions most frequently used to represent inter-break times
are the Weibull and exponential distributions (e.g., Eisenbeis
; Mailhot et al. ), although some authors have pro-

Ð tþΔt
t

observed data of the water distribution network of Marghera, a

(1)

posed different models. For example, Gustafson & Clancy
() proposed the gamma distribution to model the time
to ﬁrst break, while subsequent inter-break times were mod-

From the knowledge of the time to failure pdf, the mean
time to failure (MTTF) is given by:

MTTF ¼

ð∞

elled as exponentials with diminishing MTTF.
In Table 1, the probability distributions most commonly
used in reliability analyses and the relationships for the par-

tf ðtÞdt

(2)

0

ameter estimation are reported. One can observe that for
k ¼ 1 the Weibull distribution reduces to the exponential
one and for k ¼ 1 and θ ¼ 1/λ the gamma distribution gives

By assuming an exponential distribution function for the
time to failure pdf, it is f (t) ¼ λ̣ exp (λt), with rate λ constant
in time, hence MTTF ¼ 1/λ.

the exponential with rate parameter λ.
Besides the times to failure and repair, the deﬁnition of
the nodal demand and the evaluation of the associated

If the component is reparable, because of the complexity

uncertainty are the main factors in the reliability analysis

of the repair operations, the time t for the system to return to

of a WDS. The time evolution of the demand is
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Probability distributions for reliability analyses

Probability distribution

pdf

Mean

Variance

Exponential

λeðλtÞ

1
λ

1
λ2

aþb
2

1
ðb  aÞ2
12

λ > 0; t  0
Uniform

1
ba
a<t<b

Log-normal

ðln tμÞ2
1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ e 2σ 2
tσ 2π

σ2

eμþ 2




2
2
eσ  1 e2μþσ

t>0
Weibull

 
k t k1 ð t Þk
e λ
λ λ



1
λΓ 1 þ
k

k; λ > 0; t  0
1 1 k1 ðθt Þ
t e
θk ΓðkÞ

Gamma

kθ

" 
  
 #
2
1 2
λ2 Γ 1 þ
 Γ 1þ
k
k

kθ 2

k; θ > 0; t  0

characterised by a long-term trend depending on the devel-

connects two or more pipes, the conservation of mass is

opment of users, by a seasonal cycle (due to climatic

written as:

aspects or factors like tourism) and by a daily cycle related
to the habits of users. The consumption rate is coupled
with a signiﬁcant random component related to an on-

X



fij Hi  Hj  Qj ¼ 0

ð j ¼ 1, . . . , N Þ

(4)

i∈Ωj

demand service. Generally, we consider only the daily
cycle deﬁned by mean values, and sometimes the random

where Qj is the ﬂow supplied at node j, Hj is the head at the

component is also taken into account with the introduction

node j and Hi is the head at all the nodes i connected

of a stochastic force with an assigned probability distri-

directly to node j, N is the number of nodes with unknown

bution (e.g., Bertola & Nicolini ). However, the

heads, Ωj is the set of nodes connected directly to node j and

generation of a large number of demand patterns requires

fij (…) is a nonlinear function relating the hydraulic loss and

a relevant computational effort.

the ﬂow rate in the pipe connecting nodes i and j.

The pipe roughness is also an uncertain parameter, but

Probabilistic hydraulic models for water distribution net-

its mean value can be estimated with calibration procedures

works take uncertain parameters as random variables and

(e.g., Greco & Del Giudice ; Mallick et al. ). Xu &

attempt to derive the probabilistic characterisations of the

Goulter (), by following the assumption of Lansey et al.

nodal heads using probability theory. Solutions of such prob-

(), assume a normal distribution for the demand ﬂow,

lems are, however, very complex, due to the nonlinearity of

the reservoir level and the pipe roughness.

the hydraulic equations that relate the head loss and ﬂow in
a pipe. A solution is given by Monte Carlo simulation
(MCS) which consists of successive evaluations of the

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS IN WDSS

equations describing the system for alternative realisations
of the system parameters. MCS theoretically enables us to

In water distribution networks, if the unknown nodal heads

give account of all uncertainties; however, the number of

are deﬁned as system state variables, for a junction that

MCS that ensures the convergence of the statistics increases
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with the number of different uncertainty causes, and the com-

where the terms with superscripts represent the ﬂuctuations

puting effort grows rapidly. To overcome this complexity,

around the expected value and p refers to the set of the

linear probabilistic hydraulic models for the analysis of the

expected values Hv , Hf , e, Q where the derivatives are com-

performance of water distribution networks are developed

puted. The last term on the left-hand side of Equation (6)

(Xu & Goulter ). In the present work, the uncertainty

represents the remainder of the series of the degree smaller

analysis is developed through a technique that blends a

than 1.

Monte Carlo method with the linear probabilistic model proposed by Xu & Goulter (). MCS gives proper account of
pipe failures and the temporal variation of the demand, while

By separating the terms at different orders, one obtains:


G Hv , Hf , e, Q ¼ 0

(7)

@G
@G
@G 0 @G
H0 þ
H0 þ
eþ
Q0 ¼ 0
@Hv p v @Hf p f @e p
@Q p

(8)

the spatial variability of the nodal demand and the uncertainty
in the pipe roughness are handled by the linear approach.

The linearised probabilistic model
The probabilistic model proposed by Xu & Goulter ()
is brieﬂy explained here. The model allows the uncertainty
related to the demands, reservoir/tank levels and pipe
roughness to be taken into account and is based on two
assumptions: (1) demands, reservoir/tank levels and pipe
roughness are normally distributed variables and (2) a
linearised model of the system, that makes use of the

By multiplying Equation (8) with each of the ﬂuctuations H0v ; H0f ; e0 ; Q0 , and averaging, the following system of
four equations is obtained:
@G
@G
@G
@G
〈H0 H0 〉 þ
〈H0 H0 〉 þ
〈e0 H0v 〉 þ
〈Q0 H0v 〉 ¼ 0
@Hv p v v @Hf p f v
@e p
@Q p
(9)

expected values of nodal demands and pipe coefﬁcients,
is used in the vicinity of the nodal heads derived from a
nonlinear model. The equations of the system linearised
around the expected values of nodal demands, reservoir

@G
@G
@G
@G
〈H0 e0 〉 þ
〈H0 e0 〉 þ
〈e0 e0 〉 þ
〈Q0 e0 〉 ¼ 0
@Hv p v
@Hf p f
@e p
@Q p
(10)

levels and pipe coefﬁcients are developed using a fìrstorder Taylor series expansion at the expected values of
the nodal demands, reservoir/tank levels and pipe
roughness.

0
@G
@G
@G
@G
〈H Q0 〉 þ
〈H0 Q0 〉 þ
〈e0 Q0 〉 þ
〈Q0 Q0 〉 ¼ 0
@Hv p v
@Hf p f
@e p
@Q p

(11)

Having deﬁned as Hf the vector of the ﬁxed nodal heads,
Hv the vector of the piezometric heads of the remaining
nodes, e the pipe roughness vector and Q the nodal
demand vector, Equation (4) can be written as:
GðHv , Hf , e, QÞ ¼ 0:

@G
@G
@G
@G
0
〈H0 H0 〉 þ
〈H0 H0 〉 þ
〈e0 H0f 〉 þ
〈Q0 Hf 〉 ¼ 0
@Hv p v f
@Hf p f f
@e p
@Q p
(12)

(5)

From the knowledge of the covariance matrices of pipe

By expanding in Taylor series Equation (5) around the

late the covariance matrix of the piezometric heads. Then,

roughness, ﬂow demands and reservoir levels, one can calcumean positions Hv , Hf , e, Q, and by limiting the expansion
to the ﬁrst-order, one obtains:


G Hv , Hf , e, Q
þ

@G
@G
@G 0 @G
H0 þ
H0 þ
e þ
Q0 þ oð1Þ ¼ 0 (6)
@Hv p v @Hf p f @e p
@Q p
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summarised. Since WDSs are repairable systems, the life-

the supply nodes can be found by using Equation (9):

time of each reparable component (pipe, pump, valve,
@G
〈H0v H0v 〉 ¼ 
@Hv


@G
@Hv

1
p

@G
@G
〈H0 H0 〉 
@Hf p f v
@Hv

1
p

1
p

etc.) is constituted by the succession of intervals of time of

@G
0
〈e0 Hv 〉
@e p

@G
0
〈Q0 Hv 〉
@Q p

random duration Tr and Tf where the element is in either
normal or abnormal operating conditions, respectively.
(13)

Starting from time t ¼ 0, where all the system components are normally operating, at time tk the system is in

The distribution function for the nodal heads can always be

its state k, characterised by a speciﬁc combination of

obtained, by mathematical convolution techniques, from

elements either normally operating or not. The probability

knowledge of the joint distribution of nodal demands, reservoir

that at time t, measured from time tk, the system is still in

levels and pipe roughness. In practice, such a task is often very

the state k is given by the probability that time t is smaller

complicated. However, if the nodal demands, reservoir levels

than Tk,i, Tk,i being the transition time that the i-th com-

and pipe roughness are normally distributed, the linearised

ponent takes to switch between a failure operating

nodal heads also follow a normal distribution. In this situation,

condition and a repair state or vice versa. The time Tk

only the mean and variance need to be estimated, by Equations

required to switch from the state k to the state k þ 1 is the

(7) and (13), respectively, to derive the complete probability dis-

minimum transition time computed among all the system

tribution of the head at each demand node.

components.

The assumption of normal distributions may be relaxed

Any ageing process (increase of the pipe roughness or

without affecting the results of the model for large networks.

variation of the failure/repair rate) and/or the consequences

By virtue of the central limit theory, the random nodal

from the rehabilitation or replacement of some elements

heads, which are a sum of linear functions of the random

(Darvini & Salandin ) can be taken into account in

nodal demands and random pipe coefﬁcients, are approxi-

the story of the system.

mately normally distributed no matter what distribution

For each state, the system of Equation (7) has to be

the nodal demands and pipe roughness follow (Xu & Goul-

solved to compute the nodal head and ﬂow for all the nodes.

ter ). Since in the present work the attention is focused

In the present work, the hydraulic analysis is performed

on the comparison among different pdfs of times to failure

according to a pressure-driven approach. For the pressure-

and repair, the assumption of normality in deriving the prob-

driven model, a numerical algorithm that integrates the

ability distribution for nodal heads is maintained. However,

simulator proposed by Todini & Pilati () with the itera-

the assumption of independency among random variables

tive technique suggested by Todini () for the simulation

may not be valid for the nodal demands. Actual demands

of the hydraulic behaviour of the system was developed. The

in the same areas may be correlated since the demands

pressure-driven analysis allows performance of a realisti-

may rise and fall for the same causes as weather conditions.

cally extended simulation period by evaluating the actual

It is, however, relatively easy to include the dependence on

nodal ﬂow, also in the cases of insufﬁcient nodal head

the demand if the correlation coefﬁcients for the nodal

derived from pipe failures.

demands are known. Furthermore, demands may be tem-

From the statistics of the results obtained for each

porally and spatially cross-correlated with reservoir levels.

Monte Carlo simulation the reliability of the system can be

This limitation could inﬂuence the results and the develop-

estimated.

ment of a more realistic system reliability model to fully
account for these operating factors is certainly needed.

Reliability assessment

Monte Carlo simulation

The deﬁnition of a failure of WDS is here based on
inadequate delivery ﬂow, and a failure is deemed to occur

The solution of Equation (7) was obtained using the tech-

if at node i the supplied ﬂow Qe,i is lower than the nodal

nique proposed by Darvini & Salandin () here

demand Qr,i.
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For a single MCS, the probability that the supplied ﬂow

distribution. The pipe with minimum time to failure is

Qe,i is lower than Qr,i conditioned to the demand Qr,i, is

taken to be failed. (2) The hydraulic simulation is run and

given by:

the computed hydraulic quantities necessary for the
reliability evaluation are stored. (3) The head covariance is

P{Qe,i < Qr,i jQr,i } ≅


X Tk,i
k

(14)

Ttot

computed by Equation (13) to derive the complete head
probability distribution. (4) For the failed pipe, a time to
repair is generated; whereas, for the other pipes, a new

where Ttot ¼ ΣTk is the total duration of simulation and


Tk,i

is

value of time to failure is generated. Such a new generation

the duration, in the state k and for node i, where is

of times is needed when the failure rate increases with time,

Qe,i < Qr,i .

by considering the deterioration process of pipes. If the time

Due to the uncertainty of the ﬂow demand, pipe rough-

to repair of failed pipe is longer than the smaller time to fail-

ness and reservoir levels, the head at the node i varies in

ure of the pipes, the number of the pipes unavailable

comparison with the expected value Hi obtained by

increases by one unit. Otherwise, all the components will

Equation (7) using the expected values of demands, reser-

result as normally operating. Steps 1–4 are repeated until

voir/tank levels and pipe roughness. The covariance

Ttot. At the end of the lifetime of the system, the probability

matrix

〈Hi0 Hi0 〉

can be computed by Equation (13). Therefore,




the probability Pk,i Qe,i < Qr,i ¼ Pk,i Hi < Hs,i can be
associated with the duration


Tk,i

where Qe,i , is smaller

given by Equation (15) is computed. When the number of
realisations reaches the given maximum value the output
statistics are computed to provide the system reliability
estimate.

than the mean nodal demand Qr,i .
The probability that at node i the supplied ﬂow Qe,i is

Different pdfs of times to failure and repair are here
compared to evaluate the inﬂuence of the choice of the

lower than the mean nodal demand Qr,i is given by:

probability distributions on the reliability assessment. The
P{Qe,i < Qr,i jQr,i } ≅


X Tk,i
k

¼

Ttot


X Tk,i
k

Ttot

distributions of the time to repair are deduced from the

Pk,i {Qe,i < Qr,i }
Pk,i {Hi < Hs,i }

analysis of recorded data in the water distribution network
of Marghera, Italy (Salandin ). From the reading of
(15)

the service orders (schematic description of the maintenance operations) collected during 12 years, a total of 531

Equation (15) states that in WDS hydraulic failures can

data of times to repair was derived. The time to repair distri-

occur also in the absence of any mechanical failure,

bution can be described by a log-normal probability

although the network works correctly for mean values of

distribution as illustrated in Figure 1. Labelled as T ¼ ln t

uncertain parameters.
The method can be applied for any value of the magnitude of the pressure shortfall, by setting a coefﬁcient α ¼
Qe,i/Qr,i in the range between 0 and 1.

METHODOLOGY
The proposed approach for the reliability assessment is
based on the combined use of the MCS approach and the
linearised model described in previous sections.
Each MCS consists of four steps. (1) For each pipe the
time to failure is generated based upon the assumed
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the logarithm of the time to repair, mean and variance are
2.93 and 0.362, respectively. In the absence of detailed information about times to repair for different classes of pipes,
these statistical parameters are attributed to all the pipes.
Figure 1 also shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the exponential and uniform probability
distributions adapted to the sample. For the uniform distribution times to repair vary between 5 and 40 hours, and
the mean value is 22.5 hours. Differences among various
CDFs can be evaluated in terms of distance or dissimilarity
coefﬁcient (Gower ). The latter is 0.03 between log-

Figure 2

|

Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of times to failure.

normal and uniform distributions, while the value increases
fully deﬁned by the failure rate λ ¼ 1/MTTF, the Weibull

until 0.06 between log-normal and exponential ones.
Besides the analysis of the probability distribution con-

and gamma pdfs are taken into account. As an example,

cerning times to repair already developed in Darvini (),

the CDF of the exponential distribution for the mean value

the investigation is here extended to different pdfs that can

computed over all the pipes λ ¼ 0.133 is reported in Figure 2.

describe the distribution of times to failure of pipes.

In order to retain a similar mean value of times to failure

On the basis of the available information about the pipe

in all the cases, for the Weibull distribution, whose CDF is

breaks occurring at the Marghera network, it was possible to

illustrated in Figure 2, the parameter k was set to 1.1. This

deduce a relationship existing between the mean time to fail-

value was chosen according to results reported in the scien-

ure and the pipe diameter, being the latter one of the pipe

tiﬁc literature conﬁrming that the parameter k is, generally,

characteristics that has the largest impact on the breakage

larger than 1, the value corresponding to the exponential

rate. For the mean time to failure, the following expression

distribution. This means that smaller times to failure have

is obtained:

a smaller cumulative probability than that obtained assuming the exponential distribution and the behaviour is

MTTFi ¼ ½0:2688 expð0:0023Di Þ

1

(16)

opposite for large times. For the gamma distribution, the
parameter k was set to 0.90 and the CDF is shown in

where Di is the diameter of the i pipe, given in millimetres.

Figure 2. This value leads to times to failure smaller, on aver-

Equation (16) conﬁrms the evidence that pipe failure

age, than times generated by using the exponential

rates are much higher for smaller diameters (e.g., Su et al.

distribution. The dissimilarity coefﬁcient among different

; Mays ; Pelletier et al. ); probably because of

CDFs are smaller than values computed for times to

the thinner pipe walls and smaller moment of inertia (e.g.,

repair. The coefﬁcient is 0.02 between exponential and

Kettler & Goulter ) or due to lesser care being adopted

log-normal distribution and 0.03 between exponential and

when laying in comparison with larger diameter pipes.

gamma distribution.

Because of the scarcity of data and the fact that they are
incomplete (inaccurate locations and approximate date of
occurrence), it was not possible to ﬁnd a different grouping

CASE STUDY

criterion such as the pipe age or material.
In the absence of more information for the time to fail-

The analysis was applied to the synthetic water distribution

ure, we were unable to deduce the CDF by ﬁtting

network of Anytown. The chosen network is a well-known

experimental data and, thus, the most common CDF used

bench-test conceived to compare results obtained by differ-

in the literature is taken into consideration for the compara-

ent design and optimisation methods (e.g., Walski et al.

tive analysis. In addition to the exponential distribution,

). In the examples the network scheme is simpliﬁed as
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the absence of any information about the correlation coefﬁcients ρ for the network, these have been taken on the
basis of the different areas where the nodes are located:
central city, industrial park, residential area and park.
Thus, ρ ¼ 0.8 was set for the nodes that belong to the
same area and ρ ¼ 0.5 for the nodes in different areas,
while the correlation between the residential area and the
central city demands was set to ρ ¼ 0.7. The coefﬁcient of
variation (CV ¼ σ/μ) varies within the limits of validity of
the linear theory, CV(Qr)  0.4 and CV(e)  1.0 for the
nodal demand and the roughness, respectively (Xu &
Goulter ).
|

Figure 3

The illustrative example has been developed by consid-

Scheme of the water distribution network Anytown.

ering the fulﬁlment of the ﬂow service value with reference

shown in Figure 3. The node elevations, the mean nodal
demands, the pipe data and the mean roughness are
reported in Tables 2 and 3. As explained in detail in the previous section, the MTTR value is set constant for all the
pipes, while the MTTF is a function of the pipe diameter
on the basis of Equation (16).
The covariance matrix of the pipe roughness has been
assumed, for the sake of simplicity, as diagonal, i.e., the
roughness values of any couple of different pipes are taken
to be uncorrelated. Alternatively, it is possible to ﬁx the
matrix coefﬁcients with reference to the year of pipe
laying, assuming the roughness values of the pipes laid in
the same period of time to be correlated.

to the service piezometric head Hs,i ¼ 25 m on each node.
The period of simulation was set equal to 50 years and
the number of MCSs was 500, to ensure the convergence
of the required statistics. Since within such a long period
all pipes deteriorate, the MTTF is increased in time by
assuming

an

exponential

law λ(t) ¼ λ(to)exp[A(t  to)],

where λ(to) is the failure rate at time t ¼ to and the coefﬁcient A is set to 0.1 years1. Moreover, the relationship e
(t) ¼ eo–exp(βt)(eo  en) was used for the pipe roughness
at time t, where the β coefﬁcient is taken to be of 0.15
years1. The initial values of en are reported in Table 3,
while the ﬁnal values eo are obtained, doubling the initial
ones.

The spatial ﬂuctuations around each instantaneous
value of the demand depend on the covariance matrix. In
Table 2

|

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Node elevation and nodal demand data for the illustrative network

With reference to the Anytown network, several simulations
Node

Elevation

Demand

(m a.s.l.)

(l/s)

Elevation

Demand

Node

(m a.s.l.)

(l/s)

1

6

31.5

11

36

25.2

2

15

12.6

12

15

31.5

3

15

12.6

13

15

31.5

4

15

37.9

14

15

31.5

5

24

37.9

15

15

31.5

6

24

37.9

16

36

25.2

7

24

37.9

17

36

63.1

8

24

25.2

18

15

31.5

9

36

25.2

19

15

63.1

10

36

25.2

20

6

0.0
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have been run to evaluate the variation of the probability of
supply failure as function of the probabilistic model that
describes both times to failure and repair.
Effect of changes of CV(Qr) and CV(e) on the system
reliability
First, the inﬂuence of the value of the coefﬁcient of variation
of the nodal demand CV(Qr) and roughness CV(e) on the
system reliability is analysed. In Figure 4, the results
obtained at nodes 6, 7 and 17 – situated in the industrial
park – by assuming for the distribution of the time to failure
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Pipe data for the illustrative network. For each pipe are given the initial node N1, the ﬁnal node N2, the diameter D, the length L, the roughness e and the MTTF

Pipe

N1

N2

L (m)

D (mm)

e (mm)

1

1

2
3

MTTF (yr)

Pipe

N1

N2

L (m)

D (mm)

e (mm)

MTTF (yr)

2

3,657.6

304.7

1.5

7.50

21

12

18

1,828.8

355.6

2.0

8.43

1

12

3,657.6

762.9

1

13

3,657.6

699.6

2.0

21.51

22

13

14

1,828.8

762.2

2.0

21.47

2.0

18.59

23

13

18

1,828.8

304.7

2.0

7.50

4

1

20

30.5

5

2

3

1,828.8

457.2

1.0

10.65

24

13

19

1,828.8

152.4

2.0

5.28

253.9

1.5

6.67

25

14

15

1,828.8

598.0

2.0

14.72

6

2

4

7

2

13

2,743.2

203.9

1.5

5.95

26

14

19

1,828.8

253.9

2.0

6.67

2,743.2

304.7

2.0

7.50

27

15

16

1,828.8

253.9

2.0

6.67

8

2

9

3

14

1,828.8

253.9

1.5

6.67

28

15

19

1,828.8

253.9

2.0

6.67

4

1,828.8

253.9

1.5

6.67

29

16

17

1,828.8

203.1

1.5

5.94

10

4

8

3,657.6

203.1

1.5

5.94

30

16

18

1,828.8

203.1

2.0

5.94

11

4

15

1,828.8

253.9

1.5

6.67

31

16

19

1,828.8

253.9

2.0

6.67

12

8

9

3,657.6

203.1

1.5

5.94

32

17

18

1,828.8

203.1

1.5

5.94

13

8

15

1,828.8

253.9

1.5

6.67

33

18

19

1,828.8

253.9

2.0

6.67

14

8

16

1,828.8

203.1

1.5

5.94

34

4

5

1,828.8

355.6

1.0

8.43

15

8

17

1,828.8

203.1

1.5

5.94

35

5

6

1,828.8

406.4

1.0

9.47

16

9

10

1,828.8

304.9

1.5

7.50

36

6

7

1,828.8

152.4

1.0

5.28

17

10

11

1,828.8

394.6

1.5

9.22

37

6

8

1,828.8

203.9

1.0

5.95

18

10

17

1,828.8

355.6

1.5

8.43

38

7

8

1,828.8

609.6

1.0

15.12

19

11

12

1,828.8

203.1

1.5

5.94

39

11

17

2,743.2

406.4

1.0

9.47

20

12

17

1,828.8

606.9

1.5

15.02

Figure 4

|

Supply failure probability at nodes 6, 7 and 17 as function of CV(Qr) for CV(e) ¼ 1 (a); as function of CV(e) for CV(Qr) ¼ 0.4 (b). Case with exponential distribution of times to failure
and log-normal distribution of times to repair.

an exponential function fully deﬁned by the MTTF value are

0.4 (Figure 4(b)). The results are normalised by the value

shown. While for times to repair a log-normal probability

obtained with a coefﬁcient of variation equal to 0.

distribution with the statistical parameters obtained in the

Figure 4(a) clariﬁes that the supply failure probability is

previous section was used. Figure 4 shows the supply failure

rather sensitive to the variations of CV(Qr) and increases as

probability as the function of CV(Qr), by setting CV(e) ¼ 1

the latter increases. The magnitude of such dependence

(Figure 4(a)) and as function of CV(e), by setting CV(Qr) ¼

varies from node to node. Node 6 is the most vulnerable
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to CV(Qr) variations, while for node 17, situated closer

Effect of changes in the repair time pdf on the system

to the source node, the variation is less pronounced.

reliability

Figure 4(b) shows that the supply failure probability can be
taken as insensitive to the variation of CV(e) for all the con-

The variation of the results obtained at the same nodes of

sidered nodes. These ﬁndings agree with results reported in

Figure 4 by retaining the exponential distribution of the

the work of Xu & Goulter (), where the authors state

time to failure and by assuming for the time to repair differ-

that nodal and system reliabilities for their example net-

ent probability distributions is shown in Figure 5. The ﬁgure

works are moderately sensitive to variation in nodal

shows the results as function of CV(Qr), by setting CV(e) ¼ 1

demands and reservoir levels and relatively insensitive to

(Figures 5(a), 5(c) and 5(e)) and as function of CV(e), by set-

variations in pipe roughness.

ting CV(Qr) ¼ 0.4 (Figures 5(b), 5(d) and 5(f)).

Figure 5

|

Variation of the supply failure probability at nodes 6, 7 and 17 in comparison with the results of Figure 4 as function of CV(Qr), for CV(e) ¼ 1 (a), (c) and (e); as function of CV(e), for
CV(Qr) ¼ 0.4 (b), (d) and (f). Case with exponential distribution of times to failure and various distributions of times to repair: exponential distribution (a) and (b); uniform distribution of times between 5 and 40 hours (c) and (d); uniform distribution of times between 5 and 45 hours (e) and (f).
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MTTR can lead to an increase of the supply failure probability of over 15% at the nodes considered here.

an exponential distribution fully deﬁned by the MTTR
value. The supply failure probability reduces by about

Effect of changes in the failure time pdf on the system

15%. The reduction can be explained as a consequence

reliability

of the generation by the Monte Carlo procedure of times
to repair smaller, on average, than times derived by a

Figure 6 shows the inﬂuence on the reliability evaluation of

log-normal distribution, as can be observed from Figure 1.

changes in the probability distributions of times to failure.

Because the pipes remain out of order over shorter times, a

Variations are computed with reference to results of

minor probability of supply failure is obtained. The vari-

Figure 4, obtained with a time to failure exponentially

ation is less pronounced at node 17 which is closer to

distributed.

the source node, while it is more evident for the other

Dealing with times to failure, one can observe that vari-

nodes. The variation does not depend on CV(e) for all

ations of results due to changes in pdfs are comparable with

the nodes considered (Figure 5(b)) and on CV(Qr) for

those obtained by varying the distributions of times to

node 17 (Figure 5(a)).

repair, although the dissimilarity indices among different

The variation of the results obtained by assuming a uni-

pdfs are much smaller.

form probability distribution for the time to repair with

The effect on the results obtained at the control nodes if

times between 5 and 40 hours is shown in Figures 5(c)

one assumes a Weibull distribution of times to failure

and 5(d). If the log-normal distribution of times to repair is

instead of an exponential one, is shown in Figures 6(a)

replaced with a uniform one, variations less pronounced

and 6(b). The probability of supply failure tends to decrease

than the previous case are found. Moreover, the supply fail-

for all the nodes. This result is due to the fact that the times

ure probability changes in different ways for different nodes.

to failure obtained by assuming a Weibull distribution are

Figure 5(c) demonstrates that at nodes 6 and 7 the supply

larger, on average, than those generated by an exponential

failure probability reduces by 7% for CV(Qr) ¼ 0 and CV

pdf, as can be deduced from Figure 2. Figure 6(a) shows

(e) ¼ 1, but the variation tends to vanish as CV(Qr) increases.

that the reduction of the probability of supply failure is maxi-

The supply failure probability increases by 1.4% at node 17

mum for CV(Qr) ¼ 0 and CV(e) ¼ 1 at node 7, where it

for CV(Qr) ¼ 0 and CV(e) ¼ 1 and the reduction is not very

reaches 18%. As CV(Qr) increases the variation tends to

sensitive to the CV(Qr) value. The variation is independent

reduce. At node 6 the probability of supply failure reduces

of CV(e) for all the nodes considered (Figure 5(d)).

by about 6%, while at node 17 the reduction is 3% and the

Finally, the inﬂuence of the distribution parameters was

variation seems to be independent of the coefﬁcients of vari-

analysed in the case of the time to repair uniform distribu-

ation of the nodal demand and roughness. Figure 6(b)

ted. As an example, the duration of times to repair was

conﬁrms that the variation is independent of CV(e) for all

varied by setting such times between 5 and 45 hours. The

the nodes.

results of the simulations are illustrated in Figures 5(e) and

Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show the results in terms of the

5(f). Since the pipes are unavailable for a time longer than

variation of the probability of supply failure obtained by

the previous case, the supply probability failure increases

replacing the exponential probability distribution of times

with respect to the results of Figure 4 for all the control

to failure with a gamma distribution. As can be deduced

nodes. Such a variation does not depend on CV(e) and it

from Figure 2, times to failure are smaller, on average,

is not very sensitive to CV(Qr). The increase is smaller at

than those generated from an exponential pdf. Therefore,

nodes 6 and 7 and is larger at node 17, where it reaches

the probability of supply failure increases for all the

15%.

nodes considered. Unlike the case of Figures 6(a) and

Furthermore, the comparison between the pairs of

6(b), the variation is larger at node 17 for CV(Qr) ¼ 0 and

Figures 5(c) and 5(d) and Figures 5(e) and 5(f) shows that,

CV(e) ¼ 1, where it is 16% and insensitive to both CV(Qr)

for the uniform pdf, an increase of about 11% of the

and CV(e).
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Variation of the supply failure probability at nodes 6, 7 and 17 in comparison with the results of Figure 4 as function of CV(Qr), for CV(e) ¼ 1 (a), (c) and (e); as function of CV(e), for
CV(Qr) ¼ 0.4 (b), (d) and (f). Case with log-normal distribution of times to repair and various distributions of times to failure: Weibull distribution (a) and (b); gamma distribution
with k ¼ 0.9 (c) and (d); gamma distribution with k ¼ 0.95 (e) and (f).

A further simulation has been run by varying the value

values of CV(Qr). For CV(Qr) ¼ 0, the variation of the prob-

of the parameter k of the gamma distribution from 0.9 to

ability of supply failure reduces in comparison with that

0.95 to verify the effect of a small variation of the statistical

obtained in Figure 6(c) at all nodes; at node 17, the

parameters in the evaluation of the probability supply failure

reduction is maximum and reaches 10%. Being k closer to

at each node of the network.

1, the value corresponding to the exponential distribution,

The variations obtained in comparison with the results

this result was expected. For CV(Qr) ¼ 0.4, the supply failure

of Figure 4 are reported in Figures 6(e) and 6(f). Figure 6(e)

probability is very close to the results of Figure 4 and vari-

shows that a slight modiﬁcation of the parameter k, corre-

ations tend to vanish. As in all the previous cases, the

sponding to an increase of MTTF value of 5%, can lead to

variations of the results are substantially independent of

a signiﬁcant difference in the results, mainly for smaller

the CV of the pipe roughness for all the nodes examined.
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nodal supply failure probability. This means that the probability distributions of the time to failure must be chosen

A comparative analysis of different probability distributions

more carefully than that of the time to repair of pipes. More-

of times to failure and repair has been made to analyse their

over, the usual practice of adopting the exponential

impact on the reliability assessment of WDSs. This analysis

distribution, that is fully deﬁned by the mean value, seems

allows quantiﬁcation of the inﬂuence on the evaluation of

to be reasonable for describing the failure times. In contrast,

the probability of supply failure of inaccuracies that can

the adoption of the same pdf for times to repair should be

occur in the choice of probability laws and their parameter-

made with care. Indeed, the use of the exponential pdf

isation, on the basis of available data of the network. The

gives probabilities of occurrence larger than those derived

variability of the nodal demand and pipe roughness are

by uniform or log-normal distributions with the same

also taken into consideration.

MTTR for shorter times to repair and smaller for longer

Results of simulations run for the case of the Anytown
network demonstrate that, among the different probability

times. Hence, the reliability of the system may be
overestimated.

distributions here analysed to describe times to repair, use

Moreover, from the sensitivity analysis concerning the

of the exponential distribution leads to the least precaution-

effect of the coefﬁcient of variation of the nodal demand

ary results. In fact, the change of the log-normal distribution

CV(Qr) and the pipe roughness CV(e) on the system

with the exponential one gives a reduction of the failure

reliability estimation, we conclude that at the nodes placed

supply probability down to 20% at the control nodes. The

far from the source, variations in the results due to the

substitution of the log-normal distribution with the uniform

change of the pdf of times to failure and repair are greater

one, with the same MTTR, also gives a reduction of the

for smaller values of CV(Qr), and discrepancies decrease

supply failure probability at two nodes considered, but the

for increasing CV(Qr). In contrast, at the nodes closer

differences are less pronounced than in the previous case.

to the source, variations seem to be not very sensitive to

As expected, by increasing the MTTR for the uniform distri-

the value of CV(Qr). Results do not depend on the value

bution, the supply failure probability increases at all control

of the coefﬁcient of variation of the pipe roughness for all

nodes.

the nodes analysed. Therefore, while the variability of the

Dealing with times to failure, variations of the results

pipe roughness can be neglected without making signiﬁcant

due to changes in pdfs are comparable with those obtained

errors in the system reliability assessment, the value of the

by varying the distributions of times to repair, although dis-

coefﬁcient of variation of the nodal demand has a strong

similarity coefﬁcients among different CDFs are smaller.

impact on the results. In particular, for larger values of CV

Among the different pdfs taken into consideration, the Wei-

(Qr) the inﬂuence of the choice of the probability distri-

bull distribution leads to the least precautionary results, by

bution of both the times here considered on the nodal

reducing the supply failure probability down to 20%. In con-

supply failure may become insigniﬁcant.

trast, replacing the exponential distribution with the gamma

A ﬁnal aspect that is worth highlighting is the impor-

pdf and assuming a value of the parameter k slightly smaller

tance of considering the availability of a system of gate

than 1, to retain a similar MTTF in both cases, leads to more

valves in existing networks and its inﬂuence on the

precautionary results and the nodal supply failure prob-

reliability (e.g., Giustolisi et al. ). Although in the case

ability increases up to 15%.

study analysed in this work, this aspect has been neglected,

Although the proposed method was applied to the

during simulations the actual valve locations must be taken

speciﬁc case of the Anytown network, some outcomes are

into account to isolate the portion of the network unavail-

relevant for practical applications. Results show that errors

able throughout the duration of the repair. By ignoring the

done in the estimate of the probability distribution of times

existing system of gate valves, the results of the simulations,

to failure, although smaller than those made in the statistical

in terms of nodal supply failure probability, may be under-

analysis of times to repair, affect in the same proportion the

estimated in comparison with real-life conditions.
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